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Background
Following the success of the past 4 editions of the Turin Islamic Economic
Forum (TIEF) and the European Journal of Islamic Finance workshops, the
University of Turin is organizing a new virtual workshop dedicate to three
main themes:

1. Artificial intelligence for an efficient Islamic finance sector;
2. Sport as a means of integration between different worlds;
3. Islamic finance and social impact for a new sustainable world.
As we know, Islamic finance is an alternative to the traditional financial
system and is characterized by asset-based instruments that prioritize
financial collection for tangible and developmental projects (Saiti, 2016). In
recent years, a new strand of literature has arisen, creating scientific debate
concerning technological evolution. Artificial intelligence is one of them, and
according to Khan et al. (2021), it could configure new tools for financing and
supporting communities. However, despite some studies, little insight has
been published to date into how artificial intelligence may play a role in this
challenging field. Therefore, new research perspectives could be derived by
considering (and not limited to):
How could artificial intelligence change Islamic contracts?
How could artificial intelligence make Islamic banking processes more
efficient?
How could artificial intelligence facilitate money raising for investors and
social works?

Considering the City of Turin's connection as the world capital of tennis, the
second theme concerns the role of sport as a means of integration between
different worlds.
According to Downward et al. (2018), sport is a tool for overall health and
subjective well-being. Additionally, as Skinner (2008) discussed, sport
facilitates partnerships, community, and social development by creating
opportunities for sharing and the tourism sector Higham and Hinch (2002).
Although there is clear literature on the role of sport in health and personal
development, less clear are how what could create integration between
athletes from around the world. Additional, fewer links are included with
halal tourism. Therefore, it is helpful to elaborate on this issue (and not
limited to):
How can sport become a facilitator of sharing between different
cultures?
How could the Islamic financial system finance integration sports
initiatives?
What connections are present among halal tourism, sport and social
development?
How islamic and non islamic countries can enhance the link among the
previous topics?

Finally, the last topic for consideration invokes Islamic finance as a social
impact tool for the sustainable world.
According to the literature, there is strong evidence in Islamic history of
tools used to help the social sector (Biancone & Radwan, 2019). These
include zakat (obligatory charity), sadaqah (voluntary charity) and waqf
(perpetual endowment). These financial instruments have participated in
developing public social facilities and services in the past by facilitating
governments on the one hand and citizens on the other by providing them
with new services and development opportunities. Based on the strong
international interest, we wonder (and not limited to):
Are there innovative social finance tools in the Islamic finance sector?
How can Islamic finance drain resources for sustainable social
development?
How can the traditional and Islamic financial system dialogue on
sustainable social development?
Why can Islamic finance be considered impact finance? What new
evidence?

CONFERENCE
LANGUAGE AND
SUBMISSION

Authors are invited to submit their full papers in the English
language using a Word format. Both theoretical and
empirical papers are considered. Submissions should be
made through email: ejif@unito.it
The authors are required to use the following format:
The abstract should be between 250-400 words;
Length: 10 to 15 page, font Times New Roman, size 12,
single space, A4 paper size, margin 1 inch or 2,5 cm.
Author(s) names, affiliation, correspondence address,
and email address should be provided on the first page.
Three-six keywords should be mentioned by the
author(s).
Tables and figures should be placed in their appropriate
location and mentioned in the paper.
References: APA style.
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DATES,
PUBLICATION
AND AWARDS

Abstract deadline
23 July 2021

Full paper deadline
24 September 2021

Notifications
Within 10 days after the abstract and then paper
submission by the scientific committee.

Full paper presentations by the
author(s) and best paper awards*
15 October 2021

Special issue publication in the
European Journal of Islamic Finance
End of December 2021
*Each paper submitted virtually may be eligible for the best paper award selection. There will be up to 5
awards for the best scientific contribution, the best-applied methodology, the best qualitative study, the best
quantitative study, the best case study presented.
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